
TO:   Senate Finance Committee 
 
FROM:  Scott Walker – President 
  Mitsui Seiki (USA), Inc. 
  563 Commerce Street 
  Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07405 
  Phone: 201-337-1300 
  Fax: 201-337-3680 
  Email: swalker@mitsuiseiki.com 
 
SUBJECT:  Tariff Duty Bills S.2014 and S.2047 
 
I would like to explain why I support the subject bills and the potential impact if these 
bills are passed. 
 
Background 
 
The specified machines are used at companies in the aerospace industry for machining 
critical aircraft frame structures, gear boxes and landing gear. Typical customers are 
Boeing, Sikorsky, Bell Helicopter, Lockheed, Sundstrand, US military and their first tier 
supply chain. 
 
The key component to these specific machines is volumetric accuracy in the machining 
envelope.  There are two facilities in the world capable of producing these types of 
accuracies in machine tools, both in Japan.  
 
These are facilities that are built with very stringent temperature control in the assembly 
facilities, vibration damping control in the assembly floors and utilize hand scraping and 
fitting of major components to achieve the stated accuracies. This know how is very 
difficult to reproduce quickly and does not exist anywhere else in the world at this time 
except at two facilities. 
 
One of these facilities is Mitsui Seiki in Japan and the other is Yasda in Japan. Yasda is 
our competitor, but does not make machines of the size in the subject bills.  
 
How the machines in the bills differ from those of other builders 
 
The unique feature of these machines is their high accuracy.  Other machine tool builders 
make similar designed products, but the volumetric tolerance is at least three times higher 
than the products specified in these bills and the lower the volumetric tolerance the higher 
the finished part accuracy.    
 
Volumetric accuracy is the combined sum of positioning, straightness of travel and 
wobble of the machines moving components as they move while machining components. 
The machines components that support work pieces and cutting tools need to move in 
very precise relationships to each other while supporting high weight loads. Controlling 



straightness of travel by reducing pitch, yaw and roll is achieved through know how 
during machine assembly in very tightly temperature controlled environments. These 
characteristics are critical in how accurately you can product a finished machined metal 
aerospace part. 
 
This accuracy level is reflected in the produce language in the bills as “capable of 
handling work loads of up to 1,000 kilograms with a precision of with in +/_ 3 arc 
seconds in the tilting and rotary axes for both positioning and machining” and this would 
not allow other producers to utilize this tariff provision. Further, the trunnion in the base 
of the machine provides accuracy for one of the 5-axes.  
 
Impact of importing these machines 
 
The reality in the globalization in manufacturing is these machines are critical to specific 
high tolerance parts needed for the aerospace industry and provide substantial cost 
savings when purchased and utilized. So the end users considering the purchase of these 
machines look at the total capital cost as a discriminator for purchase.  If the cost to 
purchase is cheaper in another country they will purchase the machine there and the parts 
are manufactured outside of the USA.  In those cases Mitsui Seiki may still get the order 
for the machines but jobs, know how and revenue are then produced outside the USA 
boundaries. 
 
I’m a strong proponent of US based manufacturing with personally 35 years of job 
experience in global manufacturing and am watching the machines outlined in these bills 
go to other countries due to cost advantages offered by these other countries.  The duty 
drawback these Bills represent would allow us to reduce the capital cost to the end users 
in the USA by passing the duty reductions to them and encourage them to purchase this 
equipment and install it in the USA. 
 
I believe that maintaining sophisticated manufacturing jobs in the USA is critical to our 
continued global dominance in the aerospace industry.  Please consider this and if you 
need further information please let me know. 
 


